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Feng Shui in the City

    
"A Plan to Revamp Subway Entryways Has Elements of

Disneyland and Feng Shui"
 "For the first time since at least the era of token fares, the Metropolitan Transportation
Authority is redecorating its stations, rethinking its system wide network of turnstiles to

match ridership trends amid wide-scale demographic shifts in the city."
NY Times September 22, 2013

 
This New York Times article doesn't say a word about Feng Shui (other than mentioning

it in the title) but clearly the term has become shorthand for better design! 
 

 
Join my colleague Rosalie and I this

Saturday  Oct 12th,
for some Real Feng Shui in the City!

  
Applied properly, Feng Shui can improve the quality of your
life by balancing your personal and environmental energy,

allowing you to experience more success at work, improved
relationships, greater focus and clarity and better health.

 
 

 During this one-day intensive intro, you will develop an
understanding of Feng Shui as you:

 
* Discover and begin using Feng Shui's extraordinary analytical tools;

* Learn potent Feng Shui adjustments and techniques to manifest your intentions;
* Apply simple, powerful space-clearing methods to release unwanted energies;

* Evaluate design elements such as doors, halls, bed and desk placement;
* Examine sample floor plans to illustrate challenging design areas.

 REGISTER HERE
  
  
Looking forward to seeing you back here, in person or through one of our
ever growing electronically supported 'chi-full' devices.    Judith Wendell
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